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In this project pupils will learn how to create shadow puppets inspired by folklore tales. This 
project works well alongside literacy/history lessons.

Age 
group

We are learning: We can: 

early n/a n/a

first We are learning to design and 
make moving shadow puppets 
inspired by traditional tales.

design a simple puppet based 
on a folk tale character

second We are learning to design and 
make moving shadow puppets 
inspired by traditional tales.

design and make jointed 
shadow puppets that can be 
manipulated

Learning Intentions & Success Criteria



Introduction and input:
This lesson ties in well with literacy and storytelling. The puppets can be based on any story 
that the class might be working on but Folklore Scotland’s website has many stories to choose 
from*.
For this lesson, we will use a story about a kelpie/ waterhorse * as an example.
Share the video example of the story and explain that shadow puppets work by projecting the 
image on to a screen using a bright light placed behind the theatre box and puppets.

Useful vocabulary:
'projection': using light to create an image on a screen

Main Activity:

1. After deciding which story to focus on, pupils choose the character
or characters that they are going to make puppets for and sketch them
on the black card using a pencil.

2. Pupils will need to decide which part or parts of the puppet will
move and draw these separately for example: if the character’s arm is
going to be articulated, it should be drawn separately to the character’s
body. A tab should also be drawn for the point where the split pin will
attach it to the body.

Materials

• Black card
• Sharp point for making split pin holes (a pencil will work)
• Split pin
• Wooden rods
• Glue gun
• Scissors
• A cardboard box (with aperture cut out and covered 

with tracing paper) for theatre + a lamp behind to create 
the shadows



3. Once all the puppet pieces have been drawn, cut them out carefully
and lay them out to check all the pieces join up.

4. For articulated joints eg limbs, pierce a hole through the tab and
the area it will connect to by placing a ball of blue tac underneath to
cushion the point. Then connect the pieces using the split pins.

5. Attach the rods to the articulated joints using the glue gun and
make sure that they operate the movements smoothly.

6. When the puppets are ready, pupils can practice their puppet shows
using a cardboard box theatre. Set up the theatre by cutting an aper-
ture in the cardboard box and taping tracing paper to the inside to
make a screen.
The lamp should be placed behind the screen making sure to leave
enough space for the pupils to operate their puppets in front of the
light. Make the classroom as dark as possible and allow pupils to take
turns performing their puppet shows. To extend this project into ICT,
pupils can learn how to record audio and video for their puppet shows
and spend time adding sound effects/music.



Plenary:

First/Second: 

How do the shadow puppets work?
What creates the shadows?
Do we need to draw fine details like facial features?
Are those going to show through the screen?

Further Activity Suggestions:

FIRST & SECOND:

Watch example video.

Clean up tips & suggestions: 

• https://folklorescotland.com/highlands-islands/
• Attached video example




